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ABSTRACT: The large-scale chemical spill on January 9,
2014 from coal processing and cleaning storage tanks of
Freedom Industries in Charleston affected the drinking water
supply to 300,000 people in Charleston, West Virginia
metropolitan, while the short-term and long-term health
impacts remain largely unknown and need to be assessed and
monitored. There is a lack of publically available toxicological
information for the main contaminant 4-methyl-1-cyclo-
hexanemethanol (4-MCHM). Particularly, little is known
about 4-MCHM metabolites and their toxicity. This study
reports timely and original results of the mechanistic toxicity
assessment of 4-MCHM and its metabolites via a newly
developed quantitative toxicogenomics approach, employing
proteomics analysis in yeast cells and transcriptional analysis in human cells. These results suggested that, although 4-MCHM is
considered only moderately toxic based on the previous limited acute toxicity evaluation, 4-MCHM metabolites were likely more
toxic than 4-MCHM in both yeast and human cells, with different toxicity profiles and potential mechanisms. In the yeast library,
4-MCHM mainly induced chemical stress related to transmembrane transport and transporter activity, while 4-MCHM
metabolites of S9 mainly induced oxidative stress related to antioxidant activity and oxidoreductase activity. With human A549
cells, 4-MCHM mainly induced DNA damage-related biomarkers, which indicates that 4-MCHM is related to genotoxicity due
to its DNA damage effect on human cells and therefore warrants further chronic carcinogenesis evaluation.

■ INTRODUCTION
On January 9, 2014, approximately 10,000 US gal (38,000 L) of
chemicals used in coal processing and cleaning leaked from the
storage tanks of Freedom Industries, about 1.5 miles upstream
from West Virginia American Water’s drinking water intake,
affecting 300,000 people in Charleston, West Virginia
metropolitan area.1 By the evening of January 10, nearly 700
residents had contacted West Virginia’s poison control center,
reporting a range of symptoms including nausea and rashes.2

Detectable 4-methyl-1-cyclohexanemethanol (4-MCHM) was
reported in house tap water samples and WV American Water
effluent.3−5 West Virginia-American Water Company (WVAW)
and the State issued water ban and restriction of water use for a
period following the spill. In March 2014, 4-MCHM was found
to be absorbed on the activated carbon filters and onto plastic
water pipes; therefore, it likely continued to be released into
water over a relatively long period of time after the spill.4

According to information provided by Freedom Industries,
the leaked tank contained 88.5% crude MCHM, 7.3% PPH
Stripped basic, and 4.2% water. The crude MCHM is a mixture
containing the primary component 4-MCHM at 68−89% (w/
w) which exists as two diastereomers, cis-4-MCHM [3937-48-
2] and trans-4-MCHM [3937-49-3] according to the Material

Safety Data Sheet (MSDS).6,7 There are a number of other
chemicals in the crude MCHM, including 4-(methoxymethyl)
cyclohexanemethanol, methyl 4-methylcyclohexanecarboxylate
(MMCHC; 5%), dimethyl-1,4-cyclohexanedicarboxylate (1%),
and 1, 4-cyclohexanedimethanol (1−2%) that all exist as cis-
and trans-isomers.5,8 The material PPH Stripped is reported to
be primarily composed of dipropylene glycol phenyl ether
(DiPPH) and propylene glycol phenyl ether (PPH).8 Given the
small percentage of PPH, DiPPH, and other chemicals in the
tank, as well as their relatively lower reported toxicity (e.g.,
LD50 > 2000 mg/kg for PPH versus 825 mg/kg for crude
MCHM, 707−1768 mg/kg for pure 4-MCHM in different
reports),6,9 we focused on the toxicity of the main pollutant 4-
MCHM in this study.
4-Methyl-1-cyclohexanemethanol (4-methylcyclohexaneme-

thanol, 4-MCHM) is an organic compound classified as a
saturated higher alicyclic primary alcohol. It has been patented
for use in air fresheners10 and a frothing agent for coal
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processing and cleaning.11,12 There is a lack of publically
available toxicological information for 4-MCHM. A limited
number of reports, including the report released by Eastman
Chemical Co. and several recent studies after the spill, indicated
that the crude MCHM is moderately toxic to aquatic organisms
based on acute study with fathead minnow and Daphnia
magna,9,13 has no severe genotoxicity with the Ames test,9 has
relatively low systematic toxicity to mammalian species based
on receptor studies,9 and can cause moderate skin and eye
irritation in rabbits.9 A recent study suggested that the crude
MCHM may be more toxic to Daphnia magna than previous
reported.13 A toxicity study of pure (distilled) 4-MCHM
focused on acute single dose oral and dermal toxicity in rats,
dermal irritation and skin sensitizing in guinea pig, eye irritation
in rabbits, and a 28-day oral feeding study in rats.9 According to
these studies, pure MCHM is moderately toxic, and the effect
focused on skin and eye irritation. Several recent investigations
of The National Toxicology Program (NTP) are ongoing for
more toxicological data for pure 4-MCHM. A structure−
activity relationship (SAR) analysis suggested that 4-MCHM
might result in effects on the development of offspring and
might be an eye and skin irritant.14 The initial update of cell-
based HTS (high throughput screening) assays suggested that
4-MCHM “exhibited no biological activity toward the evaluated
subset of cellular and molecular targets of toxicological
concern”.15 Maternal toxicity and decreased fetal weight of
offspring were observed in a rat prenatal developmental toxicity
study.16 Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
determined no adverse effect-concentration (NOAEC) of 1
ppm in drinking water based on a 28-day rats study.6,17 Another
independent toxicologist determined a 0.120 ppm of NOAEC
based on the same data CDC reviewed with inhalation and
dermal exposures.18 Recently, the EPA announced a health-
based 30-day air screening level of 0.010 ppm for 4-MCHM.5,19

However, little is yet known about 4-MCHM metabolites
and their toxicity. A WHO study of alicyclic primary alcohols
suggested that 4-MCHM would primarily be metabolized to its
corresponding carboxylic acid: 4-methylcyclohexanecarboxylic
acid (CAS 13064-83-0, a naphthenic acid).20 Naphthenic acids
have been reported as major contaminants in water used for
extraction of oil from tar sands. Both acute and chronic toxicity,
including hepatotoxicity to fish and other organisms, has been
reported for naphthenic acids mixtures.21,22 However, the
potential toxicity effects of 4-methylcyclohexanecarboxylic acid,
especially on human health, are still unknown. In summary,
previous studies provide a limited understanding of 4-MCHM
and its metabolites’ toxicology profiles. Timely and mechanistic
toxicity screening and assessment of 4-MCHM and its
metabolites, as pointed out by the recent report of Whelton
et al., is in urgent need to provide critical information for
evaluating the short-term and long-term health impacts of this
chemical spill on the affected people, which largely remain
unknown and need to be assessed and monitored.
This study reports timely results of mechanistic toxicity

assessment of 4-MCHM and its metabolites via a newly
developed quantitative toxicogenomics approach, employing
proteomics analysis in yeast cells and transcriptional analysis in
human cells. Yeast has been commonly used for toxicity
assessment because it shares a lot of functional homologues
with mammalian cells.23 The yeast genome is fully charac-
terized, and the primary biological functions are conserved,
which makes it a suitable model for toxicology.24−27 The stress
response ensemble-based toxicogenomics assay with GFP-fused

yeast cell library has been recently proposed and demonstrated
by our group.27,28 The selected stress response genes are
present and highly conserved in most cell types of metazoans
and are activated at significantly lower toxicant concentrations
than those causing overt cellular injury,29,30 which make them
suitable to reveal potential toxicity mechanisms comprehen-
sively. Specific toxicity and stress response-based studies have
been used by both our group28,31 and others, with specific focus
on oxidative damage,32,33 DNA damage,34 and inflammation
and apoptosis,35,36 to provide important insights into the
toxicological potential elicited by chemicals. These in vitro high
throughput molecular assays provide fast yet informative results
for initial toxicity screening and risk identification to guide
further extensive toxicity evaluation, as needed for the case of
the 4-MCHM chemical spill. Proteomics analysis of 148
proteins involved in known cellular response pathways in yeast
cells was performed using GFP-tagged yeast reporters’
library.27,28 In addition, toxicity in human lung epithelial cells
was also conducted, using gene expression analysis of 12 key
biomarkers via RT q-PCR. Although 4-MCHM has been
considered moderate for acute toxicity based on limited data,
our molecular assays provide more subcytotoxic mechanistic
toxicity information on 4-MCHM and its metabolites mixture,
to help better understand its potential chronic effects. The
results provide useful information for guiding further 4-MCHM
toxicity study, public health protection strategy, and regulation
formation.

■ METHODS
Cytotoxicity of 4-MCHM in Yeast and Human Lung

Epithelial Cells. 24 h cytotoxicity of 4-MCHM (product

M1412, 98.0% (GC), CAS Number 34885-03-5, cis and trans
mixture) was obtained from TCI America (Portland, OR), and
its metabolites (4-MCHM mixed with 1% rat liver extraction
(S9 fraction, Sprague−Dawley Rat, Invitrogen, NY, US)) were
tested in yeast S.cerevisiae (ATCC 201388) and human lung
epithelial cells (A549), respectively. For yeast cells, cytotoxicity
was evaluated by growth inhibition in yeast for 24 h in
triplicates. For human lung epithelial A549 cells, 2 × 104/well
of cells was seeded in 96-well plates (Costar) for 24 h to reach
continuous monolayer growth in F12 medium with 10% fetal
bovine serum (FBS). 4-MCHM prepared in F12 medium with
1% FBS with or without S9 was added in PBS-washed cells for
24 h in triplicates. The exposed cells were fixed and stained in a
20% methanol/0.2% crystal violet solution, washed by distilled
water, and then extracted by lysis buffer (0.9 g of sodium citrate
and 1.25 mL of 1 N HCl in 98 mL of 47.5% ethanol). The cell
amount was quantified via Micro plate Reader (Synergy
H1Multi-Mode, Biotech, Winooski, VT) as OD630.37,38

Proteomics Analysis in Yeast Stress Response
Ensemble Library. A library of 148 in-frame GFP fusion
proteins involved in known cellular stress response pathways of

Table 1. List of Genes Involved in Cellular Stress and
Toxicity Responses for Human Cells in This Study31

stress type gene

inflammation TNF-α, IL-1β, NFKB1, NFKB2
apoptosis P53, CASP3, CASP8
DNA damage (double strand break) KU70, RAD51
oxidative damage HO1, SOD1, GPX1
internal control GAPDH, 18S rRNA
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S.cerevisiae (Invitrogen, no. 95702, ATCC 201388) (Table S1,
Supporting Information), constructed by oligonucleotide-
directed homologous recombination to tag each open reading
frame (ORF) with Aequorea victoria GFP (S65T) in its
chromosomal location at the 3′ end,39 was employed according
to our previous publications.27,28 The biomarkers covered key
proteins involved in general stress response, oxidative stress,
chemical stress, protein stress, and DNA stress. Yeast strains
selected were grown in clear bottom black 384-well plates
(Costar) with SD medium (60 μL per well) for 4−6 h at 30 °C
to reach early exponential growth (OD600 about 0.2 to 0.4).
Six-log concentrations of 4-MCHM stock solution (70 μg/L to
7 g/L, 7× stock) dissolved in PBS with or without S9 or control
(PBS with or without 1% S9) based on the maximum
noncytotoxic concentration (over 95% cell survival tested by
growth inhibition in yeast for 24 h as shown in Table 2) were
added at 10 μL per well to obtain the final concentrations (10
μg/L to 1 g/L). For treatments with S9, 4-MCHM or PBS was
preincubated with S9 for 6 h at 37 °C to be consistent with
human cell exposure. The plates were then placed in a Micro
plate Reader (Synergy H1Multi-Mode, Biotech, Winooski, VT)
for absorbance (OD600 for cell growth) and GFP signal (filters
with 485 nm excitation and 535 nm emission for protein
expression) measurements every 5 min for 2 h after a fast shake
for 1 min. All experiments were performed in triplicate.
Data Processing and Analysis for Proteomics Assay in

Yeast Cell Library. Data Processing. A detailed description of
data processing for the yeast reporters library assay was
provided in our previous report.28 Briefly, OD and GFP raw
data from the measurements were first corrected by subtracting
the background OD and GFP signal of the medium control
(with or without chemicals) and referred to as ODcorrected and
GFPcorrected. The protein expression for each measurement was
then normalized by cell number (ODcorrected) as P =
GFPcorrected/ODcorrected. Then, the P level was further
normalized among replicate plates based on mean PPGK1 of
medium control on each plate. The alteration in expression for
a given protein at each time point due to chemical exposure,
also referred as induction factor I, was represented as I = Pe/Pc,
where Pe was defined as corrected and normalized P in the
experiment condition with chemical exposure and Pc was
defined as corrected and normalized P in the vehicle control
condition without any chemical exposure.
Molecular Endpoint Derivation. To quantifiy the chemical-

induced protein expression level effect, the real-time protein
expression profile was then integrated into the Protein Effect
Level Index (PELI) in a similar manner as the Transcriptional
Effect Level Index (TELI) proposed for transcriptomics
analysis in our previous studies.27,28,40 On the basis of the
function and nature of the proteins selected in this study that
are essential in yeast cellular stress responses (Table S1,
Supporting Information), the extent of up-regulation reflecting
yeast cellular stress responses is quantified as follows.27,28,40

For protein (ORF) i, the protein effect level was quantified as
the accumulative protein expression changes averaged over a 2
h exposure time as follows:

∫
= =

I t
PELI

d

exposure timei
t

t
i

ORF
0

(1)

where t was exposure time in hours. Ii = I when I ≥ 1.0 (up-
regulation); Ii = 1.0 when I < 1.0 (down-regulation).

An assay noise cutoff treshold was determined as 1.5 for
PELIORF, on the basis of 2SD (the average SD for PELIORFi in
our yeast assay) and in reference to literature.23,27,28 All tests
were conducted in triplicates.

PCA Analysis. Principal component analysis (PCA) was
performed for the toxicogenomics data for both 4-MCHM and
4-MCHM metabolites (+S9) to simplify the complex data sets
of categories by analyzing the components with the greatest
amount of variance based on their protein expression profiles in
yeast. The analysis was conducted on the basis of protein
expression levels of each chemical (ln I, average of triplicates)
during a 2 h exposure by software suite MeV (MutiExperiment
Viewer) v4.8,41 with centering mode as mean and number of
neighbors for KNN imputation as 10.

Gene Set Enrichment Analysis. Stress category enrich-
ment analysis was computed using the original Gene Set
Enrichment Analysis (GSEA) algorithm by Subramanian et
al.,42 based on mean PELIORF values for all the treatments of 4-
MCHM and 4-MCHM+S9 with multiple doses. The proteins
in each stress category from Table S1, Supporting Information,
were used to define the stress response gene sets.

Gene Ontology. Gene ontology (GO) analysis was
performed with novel Network Ontology Analysis method
(NOA) for enrichment analysis to determine the significantly
represented GO biological categories and to analyze functions
of gene network, as it allows enrichment analysis with a user
defined reference set.43 In this study, the stress library was used
as the reference set, and activated ORFs were used as test sets,
which were defined as mean PELIORF > 1.5 based on signal-to-
noise ratio as described in the Data Processing section. A p-
value threshold of 0.01 was used for significance. GO analysis
was performed for the concentration that had the most proteins
(ORFs) activated at 10 mg/L for 4-MCHM and 100 mg/L for
4-MCHM+S9, respectively.

Transcriptional Analysis of Key Stress Biomarkers in
Human Cells. Gene expression level changes of key genes
involved in cellular stress and toxicity responses including
inflammation, apoptosis, DNA damage, and oxidative damage
(Table 1)31 were analyzed in A549 cells at subcytotoxic doses
(>95% of cells were alive based on 24 h cytotoxic tests, details
in Figure 1). 2 × 105/well of human lung epithelial A549 cells
were seeded in 6-well plates (Costar) for 24 h to reach a
continuous monolayer in F12 medium with 10% FBS. 4-
MCHM (final concentrations at 1, 10, and 100 mg/L) prepared
in F12 medium with 1% FBS or 4-MCHM with 1%S9 (final
concentration at 0.1, 1, and 10 mg/L) were added in PBS-
washed cells, and F12 medium with 1% FBS with or without S9
was added to reach a final volume of 2 mL in each well in
triplicate for 6 h. RNA was then extracted from exposed cells
using a one step RNA reagent (BS410A, Bio Basic Inc.,
Canada) and reverse transcribed to cDNA with a Verso cDNA
Synthesis Kit (Thermo Scientific, US). Q-PCR was performed
using SYBR Green Supermix (Bio-Rad, US) on the iQ5
Multicolor Real-Time PCR detection system (Bio-Rad, US).
PCR primers targeting the selected genes indicating inflamma-
tion, apoptosis, DNA damage, and oxidative damage were
obtained on the basis of literature review and the NCBI
database as reported previously (Table S2, Supporting
Information),31 with housekeeping genes GAPDH and 18s
RNA used as internal control. The changes in gene expression
were normalized by the geometric average of GAPDH and 18s
RNA based on multiple internal control normalization.44 The
fold change that reflects relative gene expression change due to
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treatment compared to vehicle control, also referred to as
induction factor I, was determined by the comparative CT
method (2−ΔΔCT).45 All experiments were performed in
triplicate.

■ RESULTS
Cytotoxicity of 4-MCHM and Its Metabolites. The

potential acute toxicity of 4-MCHM and its metabolites with rat
liver extract (S9 fraction) was evaluated by a 24 h cytotoxicity
assay quantifying the survival percentage of yeast S.cerevisiae
(ATCC 201388) and human lung epithelial cells (A549)
(Figure 1). 4-MCHM metabolites (4-MCHM+S9) were more
toxic than 4-MCHM only, for both yeast and A549 cells,
although they were more pronounced in human cells, as
indicated by the lower IC50 and IC5 values of 4-MCHM
metabolites than that of the original 4-MCHM (Table 2). This
difference indicated potential generation of more toxic
metabolites by S9 than parent 4-MCHM. Human cells were
more sensitive to the toxicity of 4-MCHM and its metabolites
than yeast cells with much lower IC50 and IC5 values than
those for yeast cells.
Distinct Toxicity Profiles of 4-MCHM and Its Metab-

olites in Yeast Assay. The real-time differential protein
expression profiles of 148 proteins in yeast indicative of cellular
stress pathway activities were distinctive for 4-MCHM and its
metabolites (Figure 2), suggesting compound(s)-specific
cellular responses as results of their different toxicity
mechanisms. The temporal protein expression profiles were
dose dependent, and protein activation shift in response to dose
concentrations has been reported previously.27 For 4-MCHM
exposure, strong chemical stress was induced for all the six
concentrations and protein stress responses were observed at
concentration higher than 100 mg/L. In comparison, the
toxicity profile for 4-MCHM metabolites (+S9) showed strong
oxidative stress induction indicating oxidants generation from
the S9-mediated metabolism of 4-MCHM. The metabolites
mixture seemed to contain DNA-damaging chemicals since

activation of DNA damage and repair-relevant pathways were
observed at higher dose concentrations of 100 mg/L and 1 g/L.
The chemical-specific and concentration-dependent real time

protein expression profiles of 4-MCHM and its metabolites
may serve as fingerprints to allow chemicals clustering based on
their specific toxicity mechanisms. The principle component
analysis (PCA) (Figure 3) also showed the clear separation of
4-MCHM and its metabolites based on their altered stress
response protein expression profiles, suggesting that 4-MCHM
was likely transformed by S9 into other metabolites with
different toxicity mechanisms from those exhibited by 4-
MCHM, as discussed in more depth in the later section.

Insights into the Toxicity Mechanism of 4-MCHM and
Its Metabolites. To further analyze and compare the toxicity
responses and potential mechanisms of 4-MCHM and its
metabolites, stress category responses were analyzed using a
gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) algorithm, and the
proteins were ranked on the basis of their PELIORF values
(Table 3). For 4-MCHM, the protein set related to “chemical
stress”, including transporters and proteins involved in the
membrane, cell wall, and cell structure, was significantly
enriched compared to the untreated control with FDR = 0
(false discovery rate, FDR < 25% is defined as significant
enrichment). Protein stress related to unfolded protein
responses and autophagy to turn over misfolded or damaged
proteins was also significantly enriched with FDR = 4.22%. This
suggested that the toxicity mechanism of 4-MCHM is likely
related to chemical transport, membrane damage, and protein
stress. In comparison, for 4-MCHM+S9, the oxidative stress
was significantly enriched with changes in biomarkers indicative
of oxidant regulation and defense systems of oxidative stress
responses (FDR = 0). The 4-MCHM metabolites resulting
from S9 transformation likely contained oxidizing chemicals
that induce oxidative stress.
In addition to the stress response categories-based GSEA,

representative GO categories-based enrichment analysis was
also performed for the concentration that had the most ORFs

Figure 1. Dose responses based on a 24 h cytotoxicity (survival) assay of 4-MCHM and its metabolites (4-MCHM+S9) in yeast (A) and human
A549 cells (B). X-axis: chemical concentration (mg/L); Y-axis: percentage of surviving cells compared to vehicle control. Mean ± SD, n = 3.

Table 2. Cytotoxic Endpoints (IC50 and IC5) of 4-MCHM and 4-MCHM Metabolites (4-MCHM+S9) in Yeast (S.cerevisiae
(ATCC 201388)) and Human Lung Epithelial Cells (A549)a

IC50 (mg/L) IC5 (mg/L) R2 (p-value) hill slope

Yeast (24 h)
4-MCHM 4702 ± 1.3 453.3 ± 2.2 0.9472 (0.0052) −1.31 ± 0.35
4-MCHM with 1%S9 1722 ± 1.2 390.9 ± 1.3 0.9898 (<0.0001) −1.96 ± 0.56

Human Cells (24 h)
4-MCHM 148.7 ± 1.2 11.2 ± 1.8 0.9827 (<0.0001) −1.14 ± 0.24
4-MCHM with 1%S9 55.7 ± 1.4 0.2 ± 3.0 0.9502 (0.0009) −0.50 ± 0.10

aIC50 and IC5 values are determined via Four Parameter Logistic nonlinear regression model fitting of cell survival assay in Figure 1.
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activated at 10 mg/L for 4-MCHM and 100 mg/L for 4-
MCHM+S9, respectively, in order to identify the significantly
overrepresented biological functional categories among these
activated ORFs, with the whole stress library selected as the
reference (Table 4). The results indicated that the main
biological process induced by a 10 mg/L 4-MCHM exposure
was related to transmembrane transport, while 100 mg/L 4-
MCHM+S9 mainly induced cellular responses to stimulus and
stress, including DNA stress. Many genes (see Table 4 for
details) related to transporter activity were induced by 10 mg/L
4-MCHM exposure, which was consistent with the GSEA
results for gene sets of stress response categories, which
indicated chemical stress as the significantly enriched stress
category. For 100 mg/L 4-MCHM+S9, the main induced
molecular function was mostly related to antioxidant activity
and oxidoreductase activity, which was also consistent with
previous stress response GSEA results that oxidative stress was
significantly enriched for 4-MCHM+S9. In summary, the two
independent gene enrichment analysis of yeast cell assays
suggested that 4-MCHM mainly induced chemical stress

related to transmembrane transport and transporter activity,
while 4-MCHM metabolites of S9 mainly induced oxidative
stress and DNA stress.

Insights into Toxicity of 4-MCHM and Its Metabolites
in Human Lung Cells. Gene expression analysis of 12
selected toxicity and stress-response related genes in human
lung epithelial cells (A549) was performed to investigate the
potential adverse effect of 4-MCHM and its metabolites in
human cells. Altered gene expression changes after a 6 h
exposure to 4-MCHM and its metabolites (+S9) in human lung
epithelial cells (A549) are shown in Figures 4 and 5. The
distinctive gene expression change profiles of 4-MCHM and 4-
MCHM+S9 showed a different toxicity nature between the
two.
In human cells, 4-MCHM exposure at 10 mg/L led to DNA

damage, as indicated by the significant up-regulation of Rad51
(I = 7.1115, p = 0.0005) and Ku70 (I = 3.1457, p = 0.0299),
two key genes involved in DNA double strand break repair. In
contrast, 4-MCHM+S9 exposure at the same concentration (10
mg/L) led to significant up-regulation of genes mostly involved

Figure 2. Temporal altered protein expression profiles of 148 biomarkers indicative of different stress responses upon exposure to 4-MCHM (A) and
4-MCHM metabolites (4-MCHM+S9) (B) across six-log concentrations. The mean natural log of induction factor (ln I) indicates the magnitude of
altered protein expression (represented by a green−black−red color scale at the bottom. Red spectrum colors indicate up-regulation; green spectrum
colors indicate down-regulation. Values beyond ±2 are shown as ±2). X-axis top: concentrations for each chemical; X-axis bottom: testing time in
minutes; the first data point shown is at 20 min after exposure due to data smoothing with a moving average of every five data points. Y-axis left:
clusters of proteins by stress response pathways; Y-axis right: list of proteins (ORFs) tested, with details in Table S1, Supporting Information. n = 3.
The stress category is labeled with “∗” for those with FDR < 25% for gene set enrichment analysis (the statistical significance of the enrichment score
for a single set).
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in apoptosis indicated by P53 (controlling cell cycle and
apoptosis, I = 7.1630, p = 0.0498)46 compared to the untreated
control, indicating higher toxicity of the metabolites mixture
than the 4-MCHM. In summary, the stress gene expression in
human cells suggested that 4-MCHM mainly induced DNA
damage, while 4-MCHM metabolites of S9 seemed more toxic.
The 4-MCHM metabolites of S9 affected biomarkers indicative
of oxidative damage and inflammation at lower concentrations
and affected apoptosis biomarkers at higher concentration.

■ DISCUSSION
This study reports the first investigation of cytotoxicity,
molecular toxicity potential, and mechanisms of 4-MCHM
and its metabolites by rat liver extraction. Previous toxicity
reports of 4-MCHM focused on conventional in vivo
endpoints, with limited mechanistic information reported.

There has been no toxicity report about its metabolites. This
study investigated cytotoxicity and molecular mechanistic
toxicity profiles of the 4-MCHM and its metabolites using a
toxicogenomics approach in two cell lines with yeast and a
human epithelial cell line (A549) (relevant to respiratory
exposures in humans), respectively.
This study shows that 4-MCHM metabolites were more

toxic than 4-MCHM in both yeast and human cells, with
different toxicity profiles and potential mechanisms. In the yeast
library, 4-MCHM mainly induced chemical stress related to
transmembrane transport and transporter activity, while 4-
MCHM metabolites of S9 mainly induced oxidative stress
related to antioxidant activity and oxidoreductase activity. With
human A549 cells, 4-MCHM mainly induced DNA damage-
related biomarkers, suggesting potential chronic effects that
warrant further genotoxicity evaluation. This study also pointed
out the need to consider metabolism for further 4-MCHM
toxicity assessment.
On the basis of previous toxicology studies of alicyclic

primary alcohols, to which 4-MCHM belongs, 4-MCHM was
likely transformed by S9 into the corresponding aldehyde and
carboxylic acid: 4-methylcyclohexanecarboxylic acid.20 Indeed,
4-methylcyclohexanecarboxylate was detected at drinking water
taps by Foreman et al.8 Currently, there is no toxicity report for
4-methylcyclohexanecarboxylic acid. This study suggested that
4-methylcyclohexanecarboxylic acid or further metabolite(s)
may have the potential to be more toxic and need further
investigation.
Besides 4-MCHM metabolites, further assessment of possible

transformation products from 4-MCHM through drinking
water treatment is also necessary. The oxidative transformation
pathways of organic contaminants are rather complex and
dynamic, and the degradation intermediate mixtures can be
even more toxic than the original contaminant(s).47,48 An
oxidation transformation study of the spilled product (crude
MCHM and stripped PPH) using free chlorine and KMnO4
oxidation did not detect any transformation products with the
liquid−liquid extraction and GCMS method.3 However, the
oxidation transformation process is rather complex and further
investigation is needed to identify the transformation products.
It should be noted that this study focused on toxicity of pure

4-MCHM purchased from TCI America. Great differences
existed among the spill, the crude MCHM, and pure 4-MCHM.
The chemical spill at Elk River contains crude MCHM, PPH,
and DiPPH. The crude MCHM contains other chemicals,
which may lead to various toxicity responses. The crude
MCHM also has a different ratio of cis- and trans-MCHM
isomers compared to the standard 4-MCHM used in this
study,8 with different odor thresholds.49 Isomers and their
metabolites may have different activities, leading to different
toxicity, which require further investigation. According to the
previous study of the Eastman Company, crude MCHM seems
to be less toxic than 4-MCHM with a weaker effect on dermal
irritation and skin sensitization. The different toxicity of crude
MCHM and pure 4-MCHM may be a result of multiple
reasons, including other chemicals in crude MCHM, their
interactions, and the difference of isomers.
In conclusion, this study revealed different toxicity and

potential mechanisms of 4-MCHM and its metabolites by S9 in
yeast and human cells (A549). These results suggested that,
although 4-MCHM is considered only moderately toxic based
on previous limited acute toxicity evaluation, its metabolites
may be more toxic than 4-MCHM and are more relevant to

Figure 3. PCA graphical representations of the three major
components of protein expression change profiles for 4-MCHM
(red square) and 4-MCHM with S9 (green sphere), based on
induction factor (ln I) during a 2 h exposure across six-log
concentrations. Samples are color coded according to chemicals.
Each square or sphere represents one treatment (a chemical at a given
concentration) with symbol size indicating the relative level of
concentration.

Table 3. Summary of GSEA Results for 4-MCHM and 4-
MCHM+S9 Based on Toxicogenomics Assay in Yeast Cells

stress
category

gene
set
size

enrichment
score (ES)

normalized
enrichment score

(NES)
nominal
p-value

FDR-q
valuea

4-MCHM
chemical 23 −0.8132 −1.7474 0 0
protein 19 −0.6216 −1.3134 0.05305 0.0422
oxidative 44 −0.3586 −0.8076 0.906 0.8715
general 30 −0.2780 −0.6088 0.995 0.7950

4-MCHM+S9
oxidative 44 −0.6979 −1.9776 0 0
protein 19 −0.3975 −1.0379 0.4326 1
DNA 38 −0.3392 −0.9559 0.5872 0.9494
general 30 −0.3012 −0.8229 0.7887 0.9866
chemical 23 −0.2347 −0.6268 0.9589 0.9649

aFDR: false discovery rate, indicative of probability that a gene set with
a given NES represents a false positive finding. FDR < 25% is defined
as significant enrichment according to GSEA software, and FDR of
25% indicates that the result is likely to be valid 3 out of 4 times.42
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Table 4. Overrepresented (p-value <0.01) Biological Categories Based on GO Databases for a 2 h Exposure with 4-MCHM (10
mg/L) and 4-MCHM+S9 (100 mg/L) in Yeast, Using the Stress Library Serving as a Reference Set

category p-value names of observed genes in categorya

number
of genes
observed

in
category

number
of genes

in
category

4-MCHM 10 mg/L

GO Biological Process

drug transport
[GO:0015893]

9.20 × 10−5 YRR1; YRM1; TPO1; AQR1; PDR5; FLR1; QDR3; ATR1; QDR2 9 10

drug transmem-
brane transport
[GO:0006855]

1.60 × 10−4 YRR1; YRM1; AQR1; FLR1; QDR3; ATR1; QDR2 7 7

transmembrane
transport
[GO:0055085]

0.002 HSP78; YRR1; YRM1; TPO1; AQR1; FLR1; ATM1; BPT1; QDR3; ATR1; QDR2 11 17

GO Cellular Component

plasma membrane
[GO:0005886]

1.20 × 10−4 CDC6; TPO1; PUN1; HSP12; AQR1; PDR5; FLR1; QDR3; ATR1; QDR2 10 12

integral to mem-
brane
[GO:0016021]

0.0012 ECM38; YSP2; TPO1; PUN1; AQR1; PDR5; FLR1; ATM1; BPT1; QDR3; ATR1; OXA1; QDR2 13 21

intrinsic to mem-
brane
[GO:0031224]

0.0012 ECM38; YSP2; TPO1; PUN1; AQR1; PDR5; FLR1; ATM1; BPT1; QDR3; ATR1; OXA1; QDR2 13 21

membrane
[GO:0016020]

0.002 CDC6; TRX1; ECM38; YSP2; COR1; TPO1; PUN1; HSP12; AQR1; PDR5; FLR1; ATM1; BPT1; QDR3;
ATR1; OXA1; QDR2

17 32

membrane part
[GO:0044425]

0.0053 ECM38; YSP2; COR1; TPO1; PUN1; AQR1; PDR5; FLR1; ATM1; BPT1; QDR3; ATR1; OXA1; QDR2 14 26

GO Molecular Function

transporter activ-
ity
[GO:0005215]

3.60 × 10−5 COR1; TPO1; AQR1; PDR5; FLR1; ATM1; BPT1; QDR3; ATR1; OXA1; QDR2 11 13

transmembrane
transporter ac-
tivity
[GO:0022857]

1.20 × 10−4 COR1; TPO1; AQR1; PDR5; FLR1; ATM1; BPT1; QDR3; ATR1; QDR2 10 12

drug transmem-
brane transport-
er activity
[GO:0015238]

0.001 TPO1; AQR1; PDR5; FLR1; QDR3; ATR1; QDR2 7 8

substrate-specific
transporter ac-
tivity
[GO:0022892]

0.001 COR1; TPO1; AQR1; BPT1; ATR1; OXA1; QDR2 7 8

substrate-specific
transmembrane
transporter ac-
tivity
[GO:0022891]

0.0033 COR1; TPO1; AQR1; BPT1; ATR1; QDR2 6 7

endopeptidase ac-
tivity
[GO:0004175]

0.0077 PIM1; COR1; NMA111; MCA1 4 4

peptidase activity,
acting on L-
amino acid pep-
tides
[GO:0070011]

0.0077 PIM1; COR1; NMA111; MCA1 4 4

peptidase activity
[GO:0008233]

0.0077 PIM1; COR1; NMA111; MCA1 4 4

4-MCHM+S9 100 mg/L

GO Biological Process

response to stim-
ulus
[GO:0050896]

5.60 × 10−5 RAD4; UTH1; RAD34; GPX2MAG1; HSP60; GSH1; TRR2; GRX2; GRX1; CUP1-2; TRX2MMS2; PRX1;
DOT5; RAD9; PGM2; ATF2; HAC1; YCF1; UBC1; SKN7MLH1; YHB1; PDR5; BSD2; TRR1; TSA2; SOD2;
PHR1; YKU70; CUP1-1; AHP1; ZWF1; GND1; SOD1; TSA1; CCP1; APN2; UBC7; RFA2MRE11; HTA2;
RAD27; RAD23; OGG1; HSP12; RAD51; NTG2; RAD2; RAD54; MSH6MSH2; CHK1; RAD14

55 106

cellular response
to stimulus
[GO:0051716]

5.90 × 10−4 RAD4; RAD34; GPX2MAG1; TRR2; GRX2; GRX1; CUP1-2; TRX2MMS2; PRX1; DOT5; RAD9; HAC1;
SKN7MLH1; TRR1; TSA2; PHR1; YKU70; CUP1-1; AHP1; ZWF1; GND1; TSA1; CCP1; APN2;
RFA2MRE11; HTA2; RAD27; RAD23; OGG1; HSP12; RAD51; NTG2; RAD2; RAD54; MSH6MSH2;
CHK1; RAD14

42 76

response to stress
[GO:0006950]

7.80 × 10−4 RAD4; UTH1; RAD34; GPX2MAG1; HSP60; GSH1; TRR2; GRX2; GRX1; CUP1-2; TRX2MMS2; PRX1;
DOT5; RAD9; HAC1; UBC1; SKN7MLH1; YHB1; BSD2; TRR1; TSA2; SOD2; PHR1; YKU70; CUP1-1;
AHP1; ZWF1; GND1; SOD1; TSA1; CCP1; APN2; RFA2MRE11; HTA2; RAD27; RAD23; OGG1; HSP12;
RAD51; NTG2; RAD2; RAD54; MSH6MSH2; CHK1; RAD14

50 97
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human exposure. Our study at the molecular level revealed

some subcytotoxic molecular mechanisms such as DNA

damage potential, which indicates that 4-MCHM is related to

carcinogenesis and reproductive toxicity due to its DNA

damage effect on human cells. Our results suggested that long-

term medical monitoring should be considered for the

population. It may also provide insights into potential long-

term aquatic toxicity issues. The toxicogenomics-based

molecular toxicity screening assay employed in this study

provides timely information regarding the underlying mecha-

nisms of toxic action of 4-MCHM and its metabolites,

especially related to low-dose and chronic exposures, which

makes it a useful tool for public health protection and health

monitoring needs.
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Table 4. continued

category p-value names of observed genes in categorya

number
of genes
observed

in
category

number
of genes

in
category

GO Biological Process

cellular response
to stress
[GO:0033554]

0.0011 RAD4; RAD34; GPX2MAG1; TRR2; GRX2; GRX1; CUP1-2; TRX2MMS2; PRX1; DOT5; RAD9; HAC1;
SKN7MLH1; TRR1; TSA2; PHR1; YKU70; CUP1-1; AHP1; GND1; TSA1; CCP1; APN2; RFA2MRE11;
HTA2; RAD27; RAD23; OGG1; HSP12; RAD51; NTG2; RAD2; RAD54; MSH6MSH2; CHK1; RAD14

41 75

response to DNA
damage stimu-
lus
[GO:0006974]

0.0058 RAD4; RAD34; MAG1MMS2; RAD9MLH1; PHR1; YKU70; TSA1; APN2; RFA2MRE11; HTA2; RAD27;
RAD23; OGG1; RAD51; NTG2; RAD2; RAD54; MSH6MSH2; CHK1; RAD14

24 40

cellular homeosta-
sis
[GO:0019725]

0.0058 MAC1; TRR2; GRX2; GRX1; TRX2; PRX1; DOT5; PGM2; TRR1; TSA2; AHP1; SOD1; TSA1 13 18

homeostatic proc-
ess
[GO:0042592]

0.0072 MAC1; TRR2; GRX2; GRX1; TRX2; PRX1; DOT5; PGM2; YCF1; TRR1; TSA2; YKU70; AHP1; SOD1; TSA1;
RFA2; RAD51; RAD54

18 28

GO Molecular Function

antioxidant activ-
ity
[GO:0016209]

0.0033 GPX2; TRR2; GRX2; GRX1; CUP1-2; PRX1; DOT5; TRR1; TSA2; SOD2; CUP1-1; AHP1; SOD1; TSA1;
CCP1

15 21

oxidoreductase
activity
[GO:0016491]

0.0039 GPX2; TRR2; GRX2; GRX1; CUP1-2; TRX2; PRX1; DOT5; YHB1; TRR1; TSA2; SOD2; CUP1-1; GND2;
AHP1; ZWF1; GND1; SOD1; TSA1; CCP1

20 31

aObserved genes refer to genes up regulated with PELIORF over 1.5.

Figure 4. Altered gene expression profiles of biomarkers indicative of toxicity and stress responses in human cells, upon a 6 h exposure to 4-MCHM
only and 4-MCHM + 1% S9, respectively, across three concentrations in human A549 cells. The mean natural log of induction factor (ln I) indicates
the magnitude of altered gene expression (represented by a green−black−red color scale at the bottom. Red spectrum colors indicate up-regulation;
green spectrum colors indicate down-regulation; values beyond ±2 are shown as ±2, values in Figure 5). X-axis top: concentrations tested; Y-axis
left: clusters of genes by stress categories; Y-axis right: list of genes tested, with details of gene descriptions in Table 1. n = 3.
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1440764) and the National Institute of Environmental Health
Sciences (NIEHS) (PROTECT P42ES017198).
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